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AutoCAD is a project-oriented, rule-based design program designed for the design of architectural, engineering and construction (AEC) drawings. It can also be used to produce 3D modeling. It operates in a raster graphics environment and supports both 2D and 3D computer graphics and digital audio visual workstations. AutoCAD is used primarily by drafters, engineers, architects, planners, surveyors and those
who make utility scale graphics and presentations. It is also used in educational environments as the basis for an AEC, graphics, engineering or architectural degree. AutoCAD is available in multiple languages. Features Overview The 2015 AutoCAD features include: 1. New drawing and modeling tools The recent 2015.1 release of AutoCAD introduced new drafting tools, 3D modeling and presenting capabilities,
and a new toolset for 2D drawing creation and editing, including the 2D drawing toolbar, drawing table, measuring tools, and the new simple lines, spline and custom shape tools. This release also improved speed and efficiency for 2D drawing creation and editing, such as the ability to open large numbers of drawings from a single drawing template. The new functionality of AutoCAD 2015.1 includes: • Drafting
tools and interactions that improve efficiency when drawing with a mouse, in a raster environment. For example, the new Smart Guides tool automatically follows the path of the cursor. The new features include an improved 2D drawing toolbar, multi-touch gestures and better performance, and new drafting tools such as spline and arc tools. • The new 2D and 3D modeling tools are well integrated with the 2D
drawing tools. New 3D drawing features include a 3D toolbar, simple lines and splines, 3D text, and improved 3D display and annotations, including 3D viewport pan and zoom. New design and modeling options include improved ability to construct 3D models and new presentation features, including 3D wireframe modeling and 3D shapes. • Presenting tools allow users to organize and display drawings and models
more effectively. Presentation features include improved PDF support, creating and managing graphic styles and an intelligent presentation system that allows users to search and find any drawing they have created. • AutoCAD is now available as a web app to access it via the Internet. AutoCAD web apps provide the same capabilities as the desktop program but can be accessed directly from a

AutoCAD Crack License Code & Keygen Free Download [Win/Mac]

Model The model is what takes up most of a drawing. Models are stored in the file cabinet of the most recent drawing or saved for later. Models are grouped by their type, that is, building, room, window, device, other. A model is composed of a number of blocks. These blocks are grouped by their layer, which is a group of blocks that share the same plane. A layer is placed on a layer, which is then placed on the
model. Each layer can be set to be visible or invisible, and each visible layer can be grouped or ungrouped. In AutoCAD Crack it is possible to produce a 3D surface model from drawings, and there are hundreds of different tools to do this in Autodesk. The tools for 3D modeling are called 3D modeling tools. 3D modeling tools Autodesk 3D modeling tools allow the creation and editing of models. The 3D modeling
tools available in AutoCAD are as follows: Keyframing 3D modeling tools Autodesk has announced that AutoCAD 2013 will support keyframing in 3D modeling, which allows the user to adjust multiple controls at once. 2D and 3D printing Autodesk announced a partnership with Objet in April 2010 to release 3D Printing software for AutoCAD. This software allows for a workflow from 2D to 3D printing. These
2D to 3D printing applications are called build tool. Other features offered by the release are the creation of 3D models from drawings, and the creation of technical drawings. 2D and 3D conversion tools Autodesk announced a partnership with Autodesk Imagine Software in August 2013 to release 2D/3D conversion tools for AutoCAD. Revit and Inventor In April 2014 Autodesk and Autodesk Manufacturing
announced a partnership to integrate Revit with AutoCAD for the release of AutoCAD Manufacturing 2013. Differences from AutoCAD LT Autodesk has released two versions of AutoCAD, AutoCAD 2012 and AutoCAD LT. In 2009, Autodesk stated that Autodesk LT, previously AutoCAD LT 2009, was more of an add-on than a full program; it had an entirely separate code base and some users had not been
able to upgrade from 2009 to 2011. The main differences between the 2012 and LT versions are: In AutoC a1d647c40b
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Then run the tool to activate the serial number. Then use the keygen tool to activate the product key. Note: you may have to use another tool (the trial) to use the trial version. See also List of Autodesk software References External links Autodesk Official License Manager for AutoCAD LT/Draw Category:Computer-related introductions in 2002 Category:Autodesk Category:Software add-ons Category:Windows-
only softwareQ: Setting up a URL based on a default path? I have the following configuration in my servlet.xml: KeyServlet com.DefaultServlet 1 KeyServlet /key So if I access "localhost:8080/key" then it should get passed to the DefaultServlet. But it's not working as expected: The request URL path is: /key The context-relative URI is: /WEB-INF/ The submitted form data is: request=${requestPath} The returned
object is: response=${responsePath} So it's returning response as null. I'm guessing this is because the /key part of the request path gets ignored, is there a way to set it up so it's not ignored? A: I think you need a "catch-all" pattern. KeyServlet /* (See: Or you can use an alternative path pattern like this: KeyServlet

What's New In AutoCAD?

Native rendering for your 3D models. Preview your 3D models on a range of 2D and 3D surfaces for rapid iteration without the need to build rendering engines in-house. (video: 1:55 min.) Mesh modeling: Design and prepare 3D mesh data quickly for modelling with no design overhead. The new Mesh Wizard simplifies the process of creating 3D models from 2D AutoCAD drawings and works with the new Mesh
Editor. (video: 1:54 min.) Line color effects: Control the color, thickness, and linetype of lines with the Line Color dialog. Create Line Color effects for select line types or show all of the line color effects in the Properties palette. (video: 1:15 min.) Coloring on linked objects: Apply color palettes, transparency, and pattern fills to an entire linked object, object group, or link group. Using linked objects (objects
linked with dotted lines) to create a single color composition is a standard in many disciplines, from print design to illustration. The new Color Studio allows you to easily link color designs to linked objects in a drawing. (video: 1:18 min.) Landscape layouts: Automatically arrange drawing blocks in landscape or portrait. In the new Block Layout panel, you can specify the direction in which blocks are oriented and
automatically arrange the blocks in the drawing to fit the landscape or portrait orientation. In addition, the Block Editor now automatically maintains the block sizing and constraints when you change the orientation of the drawing. (video: 1:46 min.) Environmental settings: Customize your preference settings for the drawing environment. Use the new Options dialog to control or add new preferences, such as
transparency settings, line style, object scaling, annotating, and more. See the Options dialog and Preferences Editor. Data Management: Use shape search for rapid retrieval and recognition of any drawing block, including Solid and Surface models. Select blocks and find other blocks based on a specific point, line, or polyline. Use Global coordinates to select a block and find the closest point to a selected
coordinate. With Data Management you can search, sort, and retrieve data for drawing components and models. (video: 1:56 min.) Building upon the success of the 2017 release, AutoCAD’s new Autodesk Navisworks integration brings precise 3
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Specification: Are you a fan of cookbooks? Maybe you are looking to upgrade your current cookbook collection? Take a look at this wonderful selection of brand new cookbooks that will surely bring your kitchen to new heights. These cookbooks include cookbooks by top chefs, cookbook authors, bestselling authors, as well as cookbooks to help you learn how to cook Chinese, Japanese, Indian, Thai, Korean,
Malaysian, American, Cuban, Peruvian, Italian and more.Q: How to make a 'load more' button inside a recyclerview
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